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• Compact corded hand blender with lightweight 
construction
Easy to handle 
Versatile

• Removable blending arm with 4-point stainless 
steel blade design
To efficiently blend ingredients for smoothies, milk 
shakes, soups, hummus and so much more 
Ensures ingredients are easily turned into perfect 
purées and delicious recipes

• Whisk attachment
To quickly whip egg whites to fluffy peaks and 
cream or emulsify vinaigrettes and mayonnaise

• Chopper attachment
For chopping herbs, nuts, cheeses and more

• Variable speed control 
For greater flexibility and control over the recipe

• 1 L BPA-free hand blender graduated blending 
pitcher with lid and handle
Great for individual blending jobs or to serve in

• Removable pan guard
To help protect cookware



TECHNICAL DATA 
Motor AC (Alternating Current)
Wattage 180 W
Voltage 220 - 240 V
Frequency 50/60 Hz
Number of speeds Variable
Revolutions per minute RPM* Blade 

Chopper blade 
Whisk

8250 - 11600 
1375 - 1933 
825 - 1160

Material of motor body Plastic
Product dimensions (incl. blending arm) H × W × D 41.4 × 9.05 × 6.35 cm
Packaging dimensions H × W × D 13.9 × 30 × 37.3 cm
Master pack dimensions H × W × D 28.7 × 38.30 × 30.8 cm
Net weight (incl. blending arm) 935 g
Gross weight 2.55 kg
Master pack gross weight 5.51 kg
Master pack 2 units
Cord length 152.5 cm
Country of origin China (Designed in the USA)

REFERENCES COLOURS EAN EAN MASTER PACK (2 UNITS)
5KHBV83EOB ONYX BLACK 8003437619564 8003437619571
5KHBV83EER EMPIRE RED 8003437619519 8003437619533
5KHBV83EAC ALMOND CREAM 8003437619472 8003437619489
5KHBV83EDG CHARCOAL GREY 8003437619588 8003437619595
5KHBV83EBM MATTE BLACK 8003437619601 8003437619700

KitchenAid Corded Hand Blender 5KHBV83

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Removable blending arm (20.3 cm)  
with 4-point stainless steel blade
To mix, blend, purée, crush, froth, whip and chop 
all ingredients with ease, even in deeper pots, 
bowls or pitchers.
Dishwasher-safe (top rack only).

Pan guard
Use this pan guard to avoid damage to cookware 
while using the Corded Hand Blender.
Dishwasher-safe (top rack only).

Chopper attachment
Ideal to chop nuts, cheeses, herbs and  
much more (includes a bowl, blade and  
chopper adapter).
Not dishwasher-safe. 

1 L BPA-free graduated blending jar with lid  
and handle
Great for individual blending jobs or to serve in.
Reduce the need to use multiple measuring  
cups or bowls. Easily prepare, serve and store 
food in a single container.
Dishwasher-safe (top rack only).

Whisk attachment
Use for whisking, emulsifying and aerating.
Not dishwasher-safe.

* These measures can vary within a tolerance range of 15%


